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Coulomb Excitation Effects in Neutron Transfer Reactions

by R. H. Morf and K. Alder
Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of Basle, Basle

(3. VIII. 72)

Abstract. A time-dependent semiclassical picture is used to describe the virtual Coulomb
excitation occurring in subcoulomb neutron transfer reactions. This leads to coupled differential
equations for the amplitudes of the nuclear states involved. Numerical results of the virtual electric
quadrupole excitation effects are given for typical neutron transfer reactions.

1. Introduction

During the last couple of years, neutron transfer reactions have been extensively
employed for the investigation of nuclear structure. In order to avoid uncertainties in
the description of the forces which determine the scattering process, it has been
suggested to study the neutron transfer reactions (NTR) in the subcoulomb energy
range. Although this brings in small transfer cross-sections, eventually leading to high
experimental statistical error, the less model dependent description which is then
possible more than outweighs this disadvantage.

(a) (b)

Figure 1

Diagram (a) shows the Coulomb excitation of the projectile before the neutron is exchanged. Diagram
(b) shows the excitation of the target after the neutron transfer. Excited states are marked by an
asterisk.

A DWBA theory of NTR has been developed by Buttle and Goldfarb [1]. They
have not only given an expression for the pure transfer transition, but, within the
framework of the DWBA, they have also theoretically taken into account target
Coulomb excitation effects. It has long been advocated [2] that neglecting the possibility

of virtual Coulomb excitation in NTR could lead to a misinterpretation of the
experimental results. In an intuitive way, it is easy to imagine that, especially under
experimental conditions where the neutron transfer from the projectile ground state
is unfavourable, the effects of projectile excitation (Fig. la) may lead to a considerable
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change of the transfer cross-sections. Similarly, final target states which are little
populated by the direct neutron transfer transition, may receive an appreciable
contribution to their amplitudes through the indirect transitions via a neighbour
level (Fig. lb). This shows that the neutron transfer cross-sections will depend upon the
electric multipole moments of the nuclear states involved. It gives us some hope that
from accurate measurements of differential transfer cross-sections a determination of
electric multipole matrix elements is feasible.

The following theory describes multiple Coulomb excitation effects in neutron
transfer reactions. It is based upon a semiclassical method and is a generalization of
the theory of multiple Coulomb excitation by Alder and Winther [3].

2. DWBA Treatment of the Neutron Transfer Reaction

Starting point of our semiclassical time-dependent perturbation method is the
DWBA expression for the T-matrix describing the subcoulomb neutron transfer
reaction. So, we summarize the basic formulae of this theory.

We consider reactions of the form

(cx + n) + c2 -> cx + (c2 + n)

ax a2

where a neutron, bound to cx in a state described by angular momentum, spin and radial
quantum number (lx jx nx) is transferred to a target nucleus c2, where it will be in a
bound state (l2j2 n2). The bound state (ct + n) is denoted by a,. We shall use latin
letters for the spins and masses of the four nuclei, greek letters for the magnetic quantum
numbers. The subscripts 1 and 2 stand for the projectile and target, respectively.

We are now interested in the T-matrix which describes the transition from the
initial state \ax ocxc2y2y to the final state |c1y1a2a2>.

In the post representation, the DWBA expression for the T-matrix has been given
by Buttle and Goldfarb [1] as

(cxyxa2et2\T\axetxc2y2y=V±~. 2 ehlßhh(--\)h+h-*i-<*+*i+Yr-M
h'iê,

l k cx ax\(j2 c2 a2\ ä ^*i'i+'2N,2A,l ;i;2«i«2
\£i yi-«i/\^2 Yz-ocz/

Jk k l\l k k i\*2i I PV (1)

The sum over the angular momentum I is restricted by the selection rules

l^i — h I < I < h + h,

\h-h\<l<h+hi
(-1)' (-l)>i+h. (2)

By ©j,^ and 0,- we denote the spectroscopic factors of the corresponding neutron
state in the projectile and target, respectively. The symbol/ is used for (2j + 1)1/2.
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For the neutron wave fonctions, the definition

YjX(r)=i'ul(r)YlX(r) (3)

has been used. Asymptotically, the real radial wave function ut(r) behaves like a

spherical McDonald function k^rer) and its normalization A7, is defined by

Nl 1im(ul(r)lk.(Kr)). (A)
r—xx.

The bound state wave number k is connected with the neutron binding energy B by

f2n*\B\\m
(5)

h2

where n* is the reduced mass of the neutron and the corresponding nuclear core c.

The form factor At is defined by

AK=\ik(K2r)VCin(r)^h(r)r2dr (6)

Here, VCi„ is the interaction potential between the neutron and the projectile core cx.

By it(x), we denote the modified spherical Bessel function

il{x) \Vx) I,+1I2{X)-

The quantity Tlx describes the kinematics of the reaction and is given by

TlX=jd3rx^,(kf,rf)kl(K2r) YlX(r)x^(kJ,). (8)

By y(±) (k,r), we denote the Coulomb distorted wave functions which describe the
relative motion of projectile and target in the entrance and exit channel, respectively.
They are given by

Y(+) (k,,r) e-CvVtm P(l + irjA e&? xFx(-ini, 1 ; *'(*« r-kt (9)

and

X<-> (kf,r) e-Wrnrra - iVf) e*/xFx(irjf, 1 ; -i(kf r - kfr)). (10)

Here, we have specified the scattering state of the projectile by its asymptotic momenta
hkt and hkf before and after the collision. As usual, the dimensionless parameters
rjt and r/f are defined by

ZxZ2e2mfj^- h2ku
¦ (U)

By m*, mf we have specified the reduced masses in the entrance and exit channel

m*= -
2 m*= 2

- - (12)
ax + c2 ax + c2
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Figure 2
The coordinate system.

Zx and Z2 denote the projectile and the target charge. Due to the mass transfer, we
have to use different centre of mass coordinate systems in the two channels. In Figure 2

we show the connection between the various vectors employed in equation (8). They
are related as follows

» » » n »
r2 rx-r, rt r r, (13)

ax

and

Co ^ n »ïf -r + -îx. (14)
a2 a2

The factorization of the T-matrix into a structure-dependent form factor AXl and a

kinematics-dependent integral Tn depends upon two approximations made:

i) The exact neutron wave function in the target i'2ul2(r2) Yt ,(f2) can be replaced
by its asymptotic form Nl2i,2k,2(K2r2) Yt x (r2). By means of an addition theorem
this can be expressed in terms of products kt(K2r) it (K2rt) Ylx(r) Y, (rx) [1].

ii) The recoil effects which come from the change of the centre of mass coordinate
system from the entrance to the exit channel, can be accounted for by approximating

r i and rf as

/, nRt\. „ (c2 nRx\^
r'= * TV- rf \-+ TV (15)

I ax d J \a2 a2 d I

where Rx is the radius of the projectile core cx and d is a symmetrized classical
distance of closest approach given by

ZxZ2e2(m* m*\l &\' +Tf M + sin-1- • (16)
2%2 \k2 k2j\ 2

This expression is discussed in [4] and [5], This approximation follows the idea
that the main contribution to the T-matrix comes from the classical turning point,
where the system is in a configuration in which the neutron lies in a straight line
between the projectile and the target core [4], By § we denote the centre of mass
scattering angle.
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As the Coulomb fonction y(±) depends only on the scalar product of k and r, it is possible
to introduce new wave numbers %*, %*¦

- I n RA * - I Cn n R,\
*?=-*!U -f \, ** */ - + -T (17)

y ax d J \a2 a2 d J

and to rewrite the integral Tn as

?iX =\d3 rf-* (k*f,r) k,(ic2 r) YlX (f) x<+> (k*, r) (18)

depending on the vector r only. These approximations have been discussed by Buttle
and Goldfarb [4].

An exact expression for the quantity Tlx has been given by Trautmann and Alder
[6]. They have shown that for large values of the parameter r] (rj > ~10), it is possible
to express Tn as an integral along the classical hyperbolic trajectory, on which the
projectile moves in the repulsive Coulomb field of the target nucleus. Their result
can be written

êV v f
7,1 77—a., sin-2— eKSft+(f,)esmhw+i(/tWa k\t ,f 2 J

*(ecosh w + 1) kx(K2rp(w)) YlX (§p (w), 9p(w)) dw. (19)

The polar coordinates rp(w), êp(w), 9p(w) define the momentary projectile position
relative to the centre of mass of the target in a parametric representation, in which the
radial coordinate rp(w) and time coordinate t are given by

rp (w) aif(e cosh w + 1), (20)

atft — (esinhw + w). (21)
Vlf

The angular coordinates depend upon the orientation of the coordinate system and
will be defined in Section 3.

The quantity 2atf corresponds to a symmetrized distance of closest approach for
backward scattering

ZxZ2e2^m*-m*

and the eccentricity e is connected with the scattering angle ê by

ê
e sin-1-. (23)

2

The symbols vlf, klf and -qlf are used to denote the geometric mean of the corresponding
entrance and exit channel values of the relative velocity v,, vf and of the quantities
k*, kj and rjt, rjf, respectively.
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The Q-value dependence of the reaction [5, 7] is described by the parameters

in-Vf-Vt (24)

and

^jut^ {25)
k-lf

For neutron transfer reactions in the subcoulomb energy range, the parameters rji
and 7ff are usually very large (77 > 10), especially when heavy ions are used as
projectiles.

The quality of the semiclassical approximation is then very good, its error being
less than a few per cent. Compared to the other failures of the description of this reaction,
e.g. errors arising from unknown properties of the neutron-projectile potential Fc
and from the approximations that allow the factorization of the T-matrix elements,
it appears that the additional error of the semiclassical approximation is negligible.

The differential transfer cross-section (dajdQ)T is connected with the T-matrix
as follows

)m*m*fkf
1 sr-*.' — > \(et2yx\T\etxy2y\2. (26)

T (2TTh2)2ki(2ax + l)(2c2+l)Z,lK 27U ' l72/| '
yi<*2
<*lV2

Like in the theory of Coulomb excitation, we can write (dajdQ)T as a product of a
symmetrized Rutherford cross-section

(da\
aff ê

and a quantity Pif(ê), which gives the neutron transfer probability for a collision,
in which the projectile is scattered into the solid angle dQ,

(si-Is)/"*- (28>

The probability Pif(-d) can be written as

P«= 19„ xiL Misiy\<«2YiM«iY2>\2 (29)
(2«x + 1) (2c2 + \) t-,

«¦cy2
«2Y1

where, according to [1, 26], the transition amplitudes blf (oc2yi\T\ocxy2y are given by

1>tf <<*2Yl\T\<*lY2>= 2 YtAJiliJzk)*'1*'2
A'ifi
i2t2i2

[ii cx ax\Ij2 c2 a2
*(—V)n+j2+«,2+Vi-ci-c2-V2\ J

jii k i\i ii k i\ y M*yi\ 3flX(e,8ft,pfi,w)e'èrrCf^hw+w,dw (30)
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We have used the definitions

JVIX (e, 8fi, pfi, w) e'ä/,«inhWk,(pft(e coshw + 1))

*(ecoshw+l)YlX(ê(w),9(w)) (31)

and

pfi=K2 afi. (32)

The dimensionless parameter

¥fi(h k jz h) — J-f x/^JiJ2 K a2
hvtf v kt

*@hh@hhAhNll (33)

is a measure of the transfer coupling strength. The coupling functions Jf lx(e,8,p,w)
describe how the transition amplitudes are being built up during the collision.

3. Virtual Coulomb Excitation Occurring in Transfer Reactions

We want to give a semiclassical description of neutron transfer reactions including
virtual Coulomb excitation effects in both the projectile and the target nucleus.

In a time-dependent picture, the reaction is described by the time-dependent
amplitudes of all the nuclear states involved, i.e. by the states of the projectiles and the
target in both the entrance and exit channels. We introduce the free entrance and exit
channel Hamiltonians jffn\ and Jf^% given by

^t=Jf^+Jf^ (34)

and

The free nuclear Hamiltonians we have introduced above define the following
Schroedinger equations :

i) for the target in the entrance channel

^\c2y2y EC2\c2y2y (36)

and in the exit channel

^)l«2«2> £a2Ka2> (37)

ii) for the projectile in the entrance channel

jfT-\axetxy Eai\axocxy (38)

and in the exit channel

œ??\cxYxy ECi\cxyxy. (39)
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The notation for the energy eigenvalues employed is clear. The Schroedinger equations
for Jff2, and Jfg>„ have the following form

*ffi \°z Yz «i «i> (EC2 + Ea) \c2 y2 ax etxy (40)

and similarly for the exit channel

*£tt l«2 «2 ox yxy (£fl2 + £Ci) |«2 a2 Cl7l>. (41)

Formally, we can construct a free Hamiltonian jf0 of the form

\Jleat V
(42)

Its eigenstates <p$ either belong to the entrance channel (I 1) or to the exit channel
(1 2). They satisfy the Schroedinger equation

*09$~E%9$ (43)

and are defined by

4W=[ ]> (44)

**=L ^c^f1' (45)
c^y^afctfy

while the eigenvalues are given by

E$ EaS,. + EC2», (46)

E™ Eciii + Ea2ri,. (47)

The total Hamiltonian describing our transfer reaction can be written

Jf jf0 + jfiBt(t). (48)

The interaction Hamiltonian JfXn,(f) consists of four parts : one—jffx^xïl—describing
the neutron transfer, one—jfefit-*ent—for the reabsorption of a neutron, and two parts
—Jfec£ and Jf*CB—responsible for the Coulomb excitation in the extrance and exit
channel, respectively

-jö^ent *Ä?exit—>enl\•"¦ CE ¦** T \
• (49)

Ä>ent—*exit 3&?exit /
¦C T Jt CE /

The total wave function of the system W satisfies a time-dependent Schroedinger
equation of the form

ih\V jf\¥. (50)

It is usual to change from the Schroedinger to the interaction picture by introducing
a state vector
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which for vanishing JfiBt(f), i.e. before and after the collision, is time independent. It
satisfies the equation

ih-x ^L(t)x,

where

jf{m (t) e^^o'Jf^, (f) e-('/*>-*V

(52)

(53)

is the interaction Hamiltonian in the interaction picture. Neglecting possible effects of
non-orthogonality between the states 9fky [8], the wave function y can be written as a
time-dependent superposition of the nuclear eigenstates cpfk

(0

Ikl

with

«£ =<<&(')>¦

(54)

(55)

Equation (52) may then be formulated as a set of coupled differential equations for the
nuclear amplitudes

^-^=2<^)|^intW|^)>exp°t ikX

i(E$-E$)t
a<$(t). (56)

This set of coupled differential equations must be solved subject to the initial conditions
appropriate to the particular experimental situation.

For unpolarized targets and projectiles, these conditions have the form

aik if -œ> *'o K) 8iio8kko8,i. (57)

where i0 and k0 refer to the magnetic substates of the projectile and target ground
states in the entrance channel.

The time-dependent interaction matrix elements (^tPl^intWI^i?) are defined
such that the first-order results obtained from (56) are equal to the transition amplitudes
blf, defined in (30), namely

+00

i(Et-E$)t
h

dt. (58)

This is achieved by defining the time-dependent interaction matrix element as the
Fourier transform of the corresponding transition amplitude, which is a function of the
nuclear transition frequency co (Ef — E,)jh,

+00

ih r
</l^i„t(#> — J bif(co)e~""'dto. (59)

In the following, we shall simplify the system of differential equations (56) considerably
by neglecting the term Jf5?it_>enl, This means that we do not take into account the
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possibility that a neutron, already transferred to the target, can be reabsorbed by the
projectile.

This approximation is justified by the following argument : second-order processes,
corresponding to a stripping followed by a pick-up of a neutron, are in their effect
equivalent to the simultaneous Coulomb excitation of both the projectile and the
target, but give a negligible contribution to the excitation amplitudes due to the
smallness of the transfer coupling strength.

Furthermore, as the target and the projectile are Coulomb excited independently
of one another [9], it is now possible to factorize the entrance channel amplitudes

«i? «. io, *o) Nf (t, i0) Nf (t, ko). (60)

where the amplitudes 2Vf and 2VT refer to the projectile state |*> and to the target state
\ky, respectively. For the exit channel amplitudes we shall use the symbol

Xik(t,io,k0)=a\f(t,i0k,) (61)

where we explicitly specify the initial conditions at t —oo. Introducing instead of the
time variable t, the previously (21) defined parameter w, the equations (56) now take
the form

— Nf-T (w, i0) -i 7 (i \jff£(w) \ky e *<*(«inh »+¦) Nf'T (w, i0). (62)
dw k

—Xik(w,i0k0)=-i 2 (ik\jfT(w)\i'k'yeiU,-^^^->^)Nfr(w,i0)N\l(w,k0)
dw rk'

-i 2 (i\jf£E(w)\i'yei£<A^»+wïXrk(w,i0k0)
V

-i 2 (kl^l^w)^ e^-^mhw+w)Xik,(w,i0k0). (62)
k'

The first set of these differential equations describes the Coulomb excitation of the
projectile and target in the entrance channel. The second set consists of three terms,
the first one describes the transfer interaction and plays the role of a source function
(an inhomogeneity), while the last two terms give the Coulomb excitation of the
projectile and target in the exit channel. Similar equations have been derived by
Broglia and Winther [8].

If for the parameter £/( the expression rjf — rjt is used, instead of the semiclassical
value (Ef — E^aif/hvrf, the transfer interaction matrix element can, according to
(30) and (59), be written as

(cc2yx\jfT(w)\etxy2y= £ Vfi(jxlxj2l2)(-l)h+h+«2+y,-ci-c2-m
hhii

.Jl Cl al\( J2 C2 a2
*ik+':

èi Yi ~ai / \ £2 Y2 -<*2

'jx j2 i\( ii j2 1 \
*IH \*rlX(e,8fi,Pfi,w). (63)

i-i 0M-& L
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For £2-excitation, the Coulomb excitation Hamiltonian is given by [10]

Ajr^eyY^M, <PM)
CE bhvifaff^ (ecosh^+1)

V ,p;> V

r*

where for the electric multipole operator the definition

M(EX,p) =i*jrxYXll(&,9)p(r)d3r (65)

has been used. By p(r), we denote the nuclear charge density operator.
For the numerical solution of our system of differential equations (62), we choose

a focal coordinate system, whose «-axis is perpendicular to the plane of the orbit
and whose z-axis coincides with the symmetry axis of the hyperbolic trajectory, such
that

x 0

y aif(e2 — 1)1/2 sinh w

z af/(cosh w + e). (66)

In this coordinate system, the interaction matrix elements have properties which lead
to the following symmetry relation for the exit channel amplitudes

Xy,o,2 (w oo, etx,y2) (-ly+a^c^-c, X^^Jw co,-etx- y2), (67)

where I is the transferred angular momentum. The differential cross-section for transfer
to the final state |/> is obtained from the exit channel amplitudes at w œ,

(dof\
I da\ 1 -tr-,

IT \ IK «-ty-iftiY,

The sum extends over all magnetic substates \yx a2> of the final state |/> and over all
initial polarizations |axy2> of the initial state |i>. The transfer cross-section now
depends on the reduced £2-matrix elements Mrs

Mrs (r\M(E2)\sy, (69)

which are defined by the relation

(aretr\Jt(EX,p)\asetsy (-l)°r-°rl *' as\(ar\\Jt(EX)\\asy. (70)
\—ocr p ocj

We define an excitation effect function <pf(77), which measures the relative change of
the cross-section for transfer to the state |/> due to the virtual excitation of
intermediate states,

daf da r^--^(1+ ,,<*». (71)

By daf\ we denote the pure transfer cross-section for vanishing 2J2-matrix elements.
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This effect function can be determined by the numerical solution of the coupled
differential equations (62). Its properties will be discussed in Section 4. For small values
of the electric quadrupole matrix elements, 9f can be approximated as a linear function
ofMrs,

9f(§, Mrs) J Miz £%*>(§) + 2 Mzf E)tf> (ê). (72)
Z z

The functions £^"°(^) and Ej|5>u)(#) give the linearized effect on the cross-section for
transfer to the state |/> due to the excitation of an intermediate state |z> in the entrance
and exit channel, respectively. An analytical expression for these functions can be
obtained by solving equation (62) to first order in the Coulomb excitation Hamiltonian
Jl CE-

The second-order amplitude b\2} for the transition from an initial state |i> to a
final state |/> contains, apart from the first-order transfer amplitude bff (f\T\iy
(30), two different second-order terms b^f and blizy°, corresponding to indirect
transitions via an intermediate state [z>, namely

b\2/-bTf + 2b\tf + 2mit) (73)

with
+CO f

bVt)=Hhy / dte*°f*'(f\jfT(f)\zy j dt'(z\jf™(t')\iye"»*><' (74)

and
+CO

t

6&it)=7^I J dte'^'(f\jf^(t)\zy jdt'(z\jfT(t')\iye><»»<'. (75)

The time-ordered double integrals in (74) and (75) can be transformed into integrals
over first-order transition amplitudes at off-shell transition frequencies [10],

+ 0O

1 I* J

b^ -iim— -^i-hçf(coiz + co)bjf(cofz-co)
3^0+ 2m J co + lb

(76)

—00

and
+ 0O

1 f dco
igf> -hm— ——brz(tolz+to) bff(tofz-co). (77)

8^0+ t-171 J co +lo
—00

The first-order transition amplitudes for Coulomb excitation and neutron transfer
are denoted by bff and bjf, respectively.

This leads to a transfer cross-section of the following form

or, neglecting terms quadratic in the Z'2-matrix elements
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where the symbol 2 indicates summing over the magnetic substrates of the final state
|/> and averaging over the initial polarizations.

If in the entrance channel only projectile excitation and in the exit channel only
target excitation is taken into account, this leads to the following expressions for the
functions Efzf> and E\f}l) [11]

rr(ent) / isc +a i •/ / ~2 ^2^ V* n/rP ^zfUzhizk
E£f (-l)«i*W. ih-lI]2——Mfz-

'2
IV

bhvizafzv, z ipif(jxlij2l2

(jz 2 jx\(7 2 Inn (il k l\(iz l2 I'
IV

ax cx a2 ii k iti-i o/\i -i o

I (-l)m Ylm fc 0 j il (ê, tft, 8fl, pfi) ß,_m (I', U ifz, 8fz, Pfz, ê)

X\2
Bxi^,èfi,8fi,pfi)•(?(-: : (80)

and

ffexiti / INC +C, I ¦/-/ "2 47T^2e Pfi lptz(jllljzlz)
bhvzfazfPfz fptAhhlih)

'I nl" h ')(h <¦ •'){'¦2 HV "i-i 0/U -i 0)[a2c2az)(j2 j1j1

*2 (-i)m Yte I \< o )iL (*. fn- S/" Pn) i3/- C. fc» *«i. s*<> /»* *)

*(2(^2 $*<*•«»•w (81)

Here, we have introduced the orbital integrals of Coulomb excitation Z$E(#,f) [10]
and those of neutron transfer IJm(7f, (;, 8,p) [5], defined by

jeu/0« 7 ^usinh.+H»
fr05*12" + e + 'V - l)1/2sinh^)^

A,i J (fr.nshi»4-l^+l»(ecoshw + l)A+'i
dw

and

Ijm(ïï,t;,8,p)= I rfw£,(p(ecoshz0 + l))p(ecoshw 4-1)
o

(e2 — l)1/2sinho>
cos I (| 4- 8) e sinhw 4- £w + warctg-

cosh w + e

(82)

(83)
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The function Bx is given by

yj»b'0K.(#,f.8.p)

and jS,m is defined in terms of principal value integrals

ßim(i',ti,e2,8,p,e)=y( Wm<fc<>
,,\m' p' mf \«

(84)

J Mi'0
+00

(85)

4. Numerical Results and Discussion

In this section, we present some numerical results of the Coulomb excitation effects
in neutron transfer reactions. Due to the great number of nuclear and kinematical
parameters on which the excitation effect functions depend, we have to confine our
discussion to a few instructive examples. We limit ourselves to reactions in which the
Coulomb excitation effects include only the excitation of the projectile in the entrance
channel and of the target in the exit channel.

4.1 Computation ofform factors and normalization factors

The radial neutron wave functions ut(r) (3) are determined by numerical solution
of the radial Schroedinger equations, using for the potential Vcn a Woods-Saxon
shape with radius R0a1/3 and diffuseness d. For a given bound state, characterized by
spin, angular momentum and radial quantum number, the depth F0 of the potential
is chosen such that the energy eigenvalue matches the experimental value of the
neutron binding energy. For the sake of simplicity, no spin orbit potential has been
included.

4.2 Properties of the Excitation effect functions

We will take the reaction 208Pb(170,16O)209Pb to serve us as a test case for the
investigation of the various properties of the excitation effect functions (EEF) (71).
To a very good approximation, in the entrance channel we only have the excitation of
the l/2+ state of 170 at .871 MeV, whereas in the exit channel the main contributions
arise from the excitation and de-excitation of the different 209Pb levels. We study the
EEF in the following 209Pb states: 5/2+ at 1.56 MeV, 1/2+ at 2.01 MeV, 7/2+ at 2.47
MeV and 3/2+ at 2.52 MeV. Unless otherwise specified, the reaction is calculated at a

laboratory energy of 70 MeV, corresponding to some 75% of the Coulomb barrier,
and for the Woods-Saxon parameters, R0 and d, values of 1.3 fm and .5 fm are used.

4.2.1 Dependence of the EEF on the electric quadrupole matrix elements. In Figure 3
the target EEF for backward scattering are plotted as functions of the electric
quadrupole matrix elements. The same value x is used for all non-vanishing couplings
between the four levels of 209Pb. It can been seen that the deviations from linearity
are quite small. In Figure 4 a similar plot shows the projectile EEF for backward
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Targetexcitation

« (.IE2I<

barn

20-

Figure 3

The target excitation effects are displayed as functions of the electric quadrupole couplings between
the four states of 209Pb. The same value x is used for all non-vanishing £2-matrix elements.

Projectile- Excitation

208 ,17' 16-..209
PbC O, O) Pb

I x= i E2

Figure 4
The projectile excitation effects in four levels of 209Pb are plotted as functions of the £2-couplings
between the states 5/2+ and 1/2+ in 170.
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scattering as functions of the 170-quadrupole matrix elements

x <5/2+||„#(E2)|l/2+> <5/2+||^(Z:2)||5/2+>.

Again, the EEF can approximately be represented as linear functions of x.

4.2.2. Dependence of the EEF on the spectroscopic factors. In Figure 5 the EEF
<Ps/2 of the 5/2+ state of 209Pb is shown as a function of the ratio R of the spectroscopic
factors ©1/2 and 0s/2 of the 1/2+- and 5/2+-state of 209Pb for different values of the E2
matrix elements xx <5/2+||*#(£2)||5/2+> and x2 (bj2+\\Jt(E2)\\lj2+y.

<DS

X,=-1 X

*i=-2 x,= 0

M,Pb(V6o)'0,Pb

x,= 0 x,= -11 V r.2

x,= 0 x,= 1

«1=2 x, 010

Figure 5
The target excitation effects in two levels of 209Pb are shown as functions of the spectroscopic
factors ©if2 and 05/2 for different values of the reduced matrix elements x^ Mj/25/2 and x2
-^T/21/2- The values are given in barn.

As suggested by equations (80, 81), the excitation effect should be a linear function
of R and the effect, due to the reorientation of the 5/2 state, described by

%1 <5/2+||^(£2)||5/2+>, x2 0

should be independent of R. This is confirmed to a high degree of accuracy. Higher
order terms, however, prevent the EEF for xx 0 from passing through the origin.

In the same way, it has been found that the effects, due to the projectile excitation,
are similarly linear functions of the ratio of the corresponding spectroscopic factors.
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4.3. Linear approximation of the EEF
The results presented in Section 4.2, lead to the following approximation for the

EEF

9f(»,Mrs) y%MfzEff(-d) + y%MlfElM-
z®l z Uf

(86)

The functions Eff(§) (Eff(§)) give the linearized excitation effect in the state |/>,
due to the indirect transition via the projectile-(target-) state |z> for a value of 1 barn

<h(e)

•-20%

- coupled equations

--linear approximation

-10%

90° 120° 150° 0Cm

Figure 6

The target excitation effects, as obtained from the linear approximation (86), are compared to those
determined by the exact numerical solution of the coupled equations (62). They are plotted as
functions of the centre of mass scattering angle. For all non-vanishing E2-couplings the same
value of —.8 barn is used.

for the quadrupole matrix element Mfz(MJf). In Figure 6 we show a comparison
between the excitation effects obtained from the linear approximation (86) and those
determined from the direct numerical solution of the differential equations (62).
A value of —.8 barn has been used for all non-zero Z'2-matrix elements. The functions
Ezf(&) and EJf(-&) have been computed by solving the differential equations (62)
for different very small values (~.01 barn) of the electric quadrupole matrix elements.
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4.4 Dependence of the EEF on the parameters of the Woods-Saxon potential

A study of equations (80) and (81) shows that the linearized excitation effects
only depend on ratios between the transfer coupling parameters of different levels.
While the magnitude of the form factors Atl strongly depends upon the values of the
Woods-Saxon parameters R0 and d, their ratio for different levels of the same nucleus
remains approximately constant. The normalization factors show a similar behavior.
The EEF should therefore not be very sensitive to the specific values used for R0
and d. This is confirmed by the numerical results. In Figure 7 we show, as an example,
the EEF E\l2 5/2 (§ 180°) for a wide range of values of the parameters R0 and d.

-12%

-13 96

-14%

-15%

1.2 1.3 R0 1.4 fm

Figure 7

The excitation effect function £f/25/2 (â 180°) as a function of the Woods-Saxon parameters
S0 and d.

A.b. Dependence of the EEF on the laboratory energy
The dependence of the EEF on the bombarding energy is of complex structure.

No simple rules seem to be applicable, since the excitation effects depend in a complicated

way on the combination of the angular momentum transfer values occurring in
the transition.

¦ "'pbCb^ol^Pb 3l
'

d .6 fm ^^-—--~

^^d=.4 fm

1—

20B_. IT_ 1S_ 209_ •>:

Pb( O, O) Pb

Figure 8
The energy dependence of the target excitation effects in four levels of 209Pb. A value of —.8 barn
is used for all non-vanishing £2-couplings.
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In Figure 8, we show the energy dependence of the target excitation effects in the
four levels of 209Pb. For all reduced quadrupole matrix elements a value of —.8 barn
is used.

Similarly, in Figure 9, we display the projectile excitation effects as functions of the
bombarding energy. A value of —.07 barn is used for the reduced £2-matrix elements
<5/2||ur(£2)||l/2>, <5/2||ur(£2)||6/2> of 170.

208 I7„* IS 209
Pb( O, O) Pb

Figure 9

The energy dependence of the projectile excitation effects in four levels of 209Pb. A value of —.07

barn is used for the £2-couplings M'I2SI2 and M%l21/2 of 170.

4.6. Dependence of the EEF on the projectile

The number of different indirect transitions which contribute to the excitation
effects naturally depends very much on the projectile. It is immediately clear that the
effects of projectile excitation will depend upon the number of low-lying levels. The
rules established in the theory of Coulomb excitation [10] can be applied to answer
the question if projectile excitation will play an important role. Furthermore, in most
cases, the electric quadrupole matrix elements between the low-lying projectile states
have been experimentally measured, so that the effects of projectile excitation on the
neutron transfer cross-section can be computed.

On the other hand, the target levels, via which the contributive indirect transitions
take place, are roughly all neighbouring levels populated to a similar or higher degree
than the state in question.

Finally, the target excitation effects depend upon the projectile charge Zx. If only
reactions at the Coulomb barrier are composed, the target excitation effects are
approximately proportional to Zx. For deuteron stripping reactions, they can in general
be neglected.

In Figures 10 and 11, the EEF Efsl2({r) which describe the target excitation effect
in the 5/2+ state, are displayed for the reactions 208Pb(170,16O)209Pb and
208Pb(13C, 12C)209Pb. While for the 170 projectile four intermediate target states
contribute significantly, in the case of the 13C projectile only two indirect transitions
give considerable excitation effects. This is due to the fact that for the l3C projectile
the transfer transitions into the 7/2+ and 3/2+ state occur with far lower probability
than those into the 5/2+ and l/2+ state. This can be explained by the following rule:
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"Vb( 7o "oi 209
Pb

2 2

>v 2 2

E,5

'/2

' \—
2 2"'Pb

90° 120°

¦ ¦ - 5 %

-10%

-15%

150° 0c,

Figure 10
For the reaction 208Pb(170,16O)209Pb at a laboratory energy of 70 MeV the effect functions £*>(#)
are plotted for the final state 5/2+ at 1.56 MeV in 209Pb. Apart from the reorientation in the 5/2+
state, three higher-lying levels contribute to the excitation effect.

Transitions from an initial state with j I — \ will favourably take place into final
states with;' V + \ [5, 8].

This rule is a consequence of the selection rules (2) and of the fact that the highest
possible angular momentum transfer gives the largest contribution to the transition
amplitudes.

208 13 12 209
Pb( C C) Pb

120 150 cm

-- - 5%

• ¦ -10%

Figure 11

For the reaction 208Pb(13C, 12C)209Pb at a laboratory energy of 45 MeV the effect functions £*,(#)
are shown for the final state 5/2+ in 209Pb. Apart from the reorientation effect in the 5/2+ state,
only one higher-lying state, the l/2+ state at 2.01 MeV, contributes to the excitation effect.
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4.7. Realistic examples for the virtual excitation effects in NTR

In order to estimate the Coulomb excitation effects that will occur in realistic
neutron transfer reactions, we have used single particle values for the electric quadrupole
matrix elements [12] for the computation of the excitation effects in the reactions
208Pb(170,16O)209Pb at 70 MeV and 206Pb(21Ne,20Ne)207 at 85 MeV.

In Figures 12 and 13, we show the EEF for these two reactions as functions of the
centre of mass scattering angle ®cm.

15%

1 1 1 \

2

M*Pb(,70,,60)"'Pb

/^~~~J Total Excitationeffect i+
2

-~-**

/ .-**'""
*X^*^~ 2

1^^ Projectile-Excitation

5+
2

^r*

y Target-Excitation

_ -— --
2

5+
2

1 1 1 1

$n

10%

¦¦ 5%

100 120 140 160 ©ci

Figure 12

For the reaction 208Pb(170,16O)209Pb at 70 MeV laboratory energy the Coulomb excitation effect
in four levels of 209Pb is shown. For the reduced £2-matrix elements in 20,Pb the single particle
values, as given by True and Ford, have been used. Experimental values for the reduced £2-matrix
elements of 170 have been employed.

4.8. The determination of electric quadrupole matrix elements from measured differential
transfer cross-sections

In order to obtain experimental values for the excitation effect functions from
measurements of the differential neutron transfer cross-section (dafjdQYxp it is

appropriate to form the experimental ratio

R?p (ff
dof(ff)Y*P (daf(êN)

dQdQ

and the theoretical ratio

(dof(ff)\ /jdaf(êNy
Rfh(§)

dQ dQ

(87)

(88)
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which is a function of the reduced quadrupole matrix elements. The normalization angle
#jy is chosen such as to assure that the influence of the nuclear interaction on the
experimental ratio Re/P(ff) can be neglected. If the reaction proceeds at bombarding
energies well below the Coulomb barrier, a value of 180 degrees can be used for ffN.

206 21 20 207
Pb( Ne, Ne) Pb

$,

TOTAL EFFECT
150 0 180cm

120

TARGET EXC TAT ON

PROJECTILE
EXCITATION

TOTAL EFFECT

.57

V5207
Pb Ne

-5

-10

- -15

Figure 13

For the reaction 206Pb(21Ne,20Ne)207Pb at 85 MeV laboratory energy the Coulomb excitation
effects in the first three levels of 207Pb are shown. For the reduced £2-matrix elements in 207Pb

the single particle values [12] have been used, while for those of 21Ne experimental values have been
employed.

The theoretical ratio Rfh(&,Mrs) can be written in terms of the excitation effect
functions, as following

l + 9f(ffMrs)
Rfb(ffMrs) Rf(ffMrs 0)- (89)

A + 9f(&N,Mrs)

where the theoretical value of the ratio function Rfh(7r,Mrs 0) for vanishing Mrs has
been extracted. The condition for fitting the theoretical values of the neutron transfer
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cross-sections to the measured ones, described by

R?(o,Mrt) R:F>(é) (90)

can be written in the form

R?p(ff l + 9f(ffMrs)
Rfb(ê,Mrs 0) l+9f(&s,Mf,

(91)

We know that the excitation effect functions practically only depend upon the reduced
quadrupole matrix elements and ratios of spectroscopic factors. To a good approximation,

these ratios can be determined from the relative magnitudes of the cross-
sections for transfer to neighbouring levels. We may thus hope that under favourable
experimental conditions a determination of quadrupole matrix elements from the
measured angular distributions of neutron transfer cross-sections is feasible.
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